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Abstract: Working with contemporary, monolithic desktop Geographical Information Systems can be
laborious and confusing, especially for non-experts. An alternative for a more user friendly approach
to spatial data edition and spatial analysis may be an “app-based” web application that is offering
single tasks for the user—“micro applications”. In this paper, a method for determining such “micro
applications” based on user stories is presented and applied to a specific use case—the case is centered
around an Austrian Governmental Institution that digitizes and edits infrastructure data. The results
of this process are implemented in an app-based web application. To measure the impacts of the
app-based approach, we evaluate the user experience of the app-based approach in comparison to a
desktop Geographical Information System offering the same functionality. For the measurement of
the user experience, we used a focus group. The group had to accomplish tasks with the desktop
Geographical Information System and with the app-based web application. To measure their user
experience, we employed the tool AttrakDiff. The app-based web application achieves significantly
better results in terms of user experience. This result is confirmed in a discussion panel carried out
afterwards. Test persons responded that positive aspects of the app-based web application were the
easy and intuitive handling and reduced user interface that helps the users to focus on their tasks
without any distraction.

Keywords: user experience evaluation; app-centered approach; web application; GIS;
user-centered design

1. Introduction

A Geographical Information System (GIS) is a system for capturing, storing, editing, management,
analysis, and visualization of spatial data [1,2]. A classical environment for GIS is the desktop computer.
GISs that are installed as desktop programs gained high popularity among users during the 1980s
and 1990s because they could be used from any PC and could be customized accordingly. Due to the
increased functionality of desktop GIS, there are traditional barriers of desktop GIS [3,4]. In particular,
for occasional or novice users, full-fledged desktop GIS are far from being intuitive pieces of software.
Nevertheless, any occasional users in organizations may have to fulfill complex tasks concerning
spatial data collection, editing, or analysis. In recent decades, the term GIS represents even more than
a desktop software or a single system. The term serves as an umbrella term for a number of techniques
and methodologies [5] in different application contexts. Spatial data analysis may be performed
without a desktop GIS software, just by using a programming language and specific libraries (e.g.,
Python or R) [6,7] or fully online using a client–server based architecture [8]. In addition, the field of
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CyberGIS combines cyberinfrastructure, e-science, and GIS. CyberGIS focuses on computational and
data-intensive geospatial problem-solving within various research and application domains [9,10].

This paper is intended to contribute to decompose an existing and established workflow to
process spatial data sets implemented as an extension to a commercial desktop GIS. The objective
of the decomposition process is to have different “micro applications” tailored to fulfill a specific
task. These “micro applications” can be designed in a way that reflects the user requirements at
most. Selected closely related “micro applications” are subsequently combined with single web-based
applications—denoted as the app-based approach. The research question is if an app-based approach
shows a different User Experience (UX) than a desktop GIS approach for a set of defined spatial data
editing and analysis functionalities. UX is a term that describes the feeling of a user when interacting
with a specific product or service [11]. We intend to compare the UX—with the help of the tool
AttrakDiff—of the app-based approach with the contemporary desktop GIS application and evaluate
the results accordingly.

The approach is tested at an Austrian Institution that is collecting spatial data in the field of
infrastructure. The selected institution utilizes a commercial desktop GIS approach to perform their
complex tasks. On top of the desktop GIS, a number of specific tools have been implemented and
deployed. However, the user interface is completely overcrowded from a visual point of view. Hence,
users may be distracted quite easily. Furthermore, unnecessary input windows, input fields or similar
complicated intuitive work and make it difficult for non-experts to work on a single task. In the
paper, we use a focus group to evaluate the app-based approach and the desktop GIS approach of the
Austrian Institution.

In Section 2, we briefly review the state of the art in the fields UX and user centered design in GIS.
Section 3 explains the methodology of the decomposition process to end with a number of simpler
web-based apps. In addition, we elaborate on the basics of user experience. In Section 4, the process of
UX measurement is demonstrated. Section 5 summarizes the results, and Section 6 discusses the result
and lists some further research in this field.

2. Related Work

The related work section lists related work in the field of user experience, cartographic interaction,
interactive maps, and user-centered design. There have been numerous works in the field of map
interaction design and interactive maps, and user experience in general, but only a handful of user
experience evaluations for the purpose of designing web-based GI systems/apps have been published
so far.

Interface design has the goal to create “usable” interfaces that ensure a seamless communication
between an application and the user. Early works in this arena books by Medyckyj-Scott and
Hearnshaw [12] and Nyerges et al. [13] (with an introductory chapter on cognitive aspects of HCI
and GIS [14]). Still valid is the finding of Gould [15] that GIS projects may fail due to the ignorance
of user requirements. In order to focus interface design on the user centered design approaches [16],
user experience evaluation has been developed. The term UX is described by Hassenzahl [17]
as a “momentary, primarily evaluative feeling (good-bad) while interacting with a product or a service”.
In addition, Hassenzahl [17] refers to good UX as the “consequence of fulfilling the human needs for
autonomy, competency, stimulation, relatedness, and popularity through interacting with the product and
service”. The measurement of UX is done with several methods that are explained in e.g., [18,19].

Contemporary publications in the field of interactive map design focus on usability. As mentioned
above, there are numerous works that deal with the usability evaluation of interactive maps
(e.g., [20–23]). Schnur et al. [24] look at the visual complexity of popular online map applications
like Google Maps or Bing Maps. In order to evaluate the usability of interactive maps, eye-tracking
can be employed in combination with “classical” usability evaluation—see, e.g., [25]. In literature,
there are some recent works that use UX methodologies in the context of Geographic Information
Systems (e.g., [26–28]). In addition, the application of user experience methodologies to web-based
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maps and mapping applications has been mentioned by [22]. Roth [21] also concluded that some more
work on the intersection of UX and and online mapping is worth researching. Roth [29] as well as
Kray et al. [30] agree on the fact that there is nothing like a general and consolidated path to design
map interactions. Degbello et al. [31] assume that this is due to the fact that usability evaluations and
studies are very much dependent on the specific product one is evaluating. Gestalt principles have
an influence on the placement of and arrangement of elements and their perception—which can be
of interest for the map design, according to Traun [32]. The papers of Atzl [33,34] deal with general
design principles and guidelines for map design and map-oriented dashboards for different user roles
in particular.

Cartographic interactions have been defined by [35] as an interaction between a map and a human
being. The interaction is manifested as a question that is subsequently answered with the help of
a map. Roth [36] defined a task—given to a user—that consists of a combination of goal, objective,
and operand. Roth [36] specified each term, goal, objective, and operand in a taxonomy, which was
found valuable by Degbelo and Kauppinen [37]. Nevertheless, [37] concluded that the taxonomy
should be improved for the purpose of web mapping.

According to Roth [21], user-centered design “describes the process of ensuring interface
success—map-based or otherwise—by gathering input and feedback from target users throughout the design
and development of the interface”. Roth [21] also claims that a successful interactive map in practice
has three components: the user, its utility, and its usability, which interact with each other in a loop.
For Brehl [38], the focus of software development is on the goals and needs of the system’s end users.
It is also proposed to combine the advantages of user-centered design and agile software development
to design a useful and usable software. Cellina et al. [39] applied the user-centered design approach to
attempt to affect behaviour change in the field of individual mobility.

3. Methodology

In this section, the methodology of the decomposition process of the desktop GIS application is
described. We elaborate on the determination of micro applications and the combination of related
micro apps for the end user. In addition, we highlight selected applied user experience models.

3.1. Overall Methodology and Approach

The overall methodology followed in this paper is depicted in Figure 1. Based on the contemporary
(existing) workflow(s), user stories are created. These user stories are intended to decompose the
complex workflows into atomic tasks or micro applications. These micro applications are then analyzed
concerning their characteristics. Based on the characteristics of each micro application, they are
combined to single applications that are implemented.

To evaluate the app-based approach before fully implementing it, we intend to perform the UX
testing with the help of a high-fidelity prototype [40,41]—a so called click dummy. According to
Lim et al. [42], such prototypes are filters for exploring the design to support finding a final decision
and may serve as a manifestation of a design idea.

In order to compare the UX of the app-based approach with the contemporary desktop GIS
approach, we select a number of tasks that should be performed with both approaches. The UX
evaluation is done using the AttrakDiff tool. A focus group was asked to perform the selected tasks
using the app-based and the desktop-GIS approach and answering the questions of the AttrakDiff tool.
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Figure 1. The overall workflow followed in the paper. The overarching methodological pillars are in
the blue rectangles, whereas the finer grained methodological pieces are given in the white rectangles.

3.2. Determination of Applications

The aim is to disassemble complex workflows and processes in a way that enables us to
determine the functionality of apps, which can be implemented in an app-based GIS web application.
The approach in this paper uses elements from AGILE software development [43].

Similar to AGILE software development, the methodology proposed here collects the workflows
and their representation as user stories. A user story in AGILE software development represents an
informal description of one (or more) features of a software system in natural language. In this context,
user stories serve as the basis for determining the micro applications. A user story describes who the
editor is, the target of a workflow and the result. Furthermore, all requirements are listed. In Figure 2,
an example of the structure of user stories is depicted.

Figure 2. The structure of user stories applied in the experiment.

At the beginning of the app decomposition process, all user stories are defined as so-called micro
applications. A micro application is an application that does not represent a single application because
it is assumed that the functionalities are too small and too simple. However, several micro apps can be
combined to form a single app. In addition, we identified basic components of applications—where
components denote basic functions of applications and do not have to be reloaded in a new browser
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page (e.g., selections, routing). All micro applications are then examined concerning their potential to
be combined with other micro apps with respect to the following characteristics:

• type of input data
• quantity of input data
• data manipulation characteristics (i.e., which specific type of spatial data editing/analysis function

is required)
• contextual data type
• contextual data quantity
• type of output data
• quantity of output data
• components of the micro application

Subsequently, micro applications are combined into single applications. This is done on the
basis of the relationship mentioned above. A relationship between micro applications is regarded
to be strong if they have the same type of input data. For example, micro apps are combined that
relate to sections of infrastructure data (edit sections, delete sections, and create sections). In addition,
the data quantity of input, context, and output data are necessary to determine the feasibility of
combining several micro applications. The objective of this is, to avoid apps with large amounts of
data to be processed which might result in performance issues. If the amount of data to be processed
in an application becomes so big that a web browser can not handle this in terms of a fluent user
friendly performance, the application must be “divided” so the data can be processed in a web-based
environment. This process can therefore be considered as iterative.

3.3. User Experience Evaluation

One perspective on user experience is the hedonic/pragmatic model of UX. This model assumes
that people perceive interactive products along two different dimensions. The pragmatic quality
(PQ) describes the perceived ability, a product can support achieving “do-goals”. In other words,
the pragmatic quality considers what a user does with a product and therefore reflects a concrete
benefit such as by “making a telephone call” or “setting-up a web page”. In contrast, the hedonic
quality (HQ) describes the perceived ability, a product can support achieving “be-goals”, such as
“being competent” or “being special”. In other words, the hedonic quality refers to what products
symbolize or what new possibilities a product offers [11].

PQ and HQ are considered as different, independent dimensions of a product. A product designer
consciously or unconsciously combines both qualities. For example, a layout is designed clear (PQ) and
with an attractive color selection (HQ) at the same time. Both qualities are used in the assessment of a
product’s attractiveness. According to this model, the attractiveness is considered as an independent
dimension and as an overall rating. PQ and HQ contribute to a product’s attractiveness in equal parts.
Hence, a low pragmatic quality can be balanced by a high hedonic quality and vice versa [11].

To measure the UX of the app-based approach in comparison to the desktop GIS approach,
the AttrakDiff tool is used [44]. According to the developers of AttrakDiff, this tool offers the
ability to measure UX-related product perceptions and assessments. Therefore, this tool applies
the hedonic/pragmatic model of UX mentioned above. The usage of this research and evaluation tool
is free of charge.

We have chosen this tool due to its easy and intuitive handling. Furthermore, AttrakDiff offers
fast and well visualized illustrations of results of comparisons of different products in terms of the user
experience. This tool offers three different types of projects (Single Evaluation, Comparison A–B and
Before–After). AttrakDiff can be considered as a semantic differential. It is therefore a procedure to
find out which ideas the tested people associate with specific terms. Only indirect questions are asked,
which gives the tested person the opportunity to tell how strongly they connect a term with certain
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properties. A total of 28 bipolar (opposite) terms are queried, whereby the test person can choose from
seven levels [45].

These 28 terms are combined into four scales, whereby each scale can be derived from seven
terms. These four scales are [45]:

• Pragmatic quality: This is the perceived ability of a product to achieve “do-goals” by providing
useful and usable functions. For example, if a pen has the utility of being able to write on a sheet
of paper, it is sufficiently pragmatic for a user if this pen can actually write on a sheet of paper.
For this pragmatic perspective, it is not important what this pen looks like, it is only important
that the goal (writing on a sheet of paper) is achieved. Appropriate attributes for this are: practical,
predictable, and clearly structured.

• Hedonic quality—stimulation (HQ-S): HQ-S describes the ability of a product to meet the need
to improve one’s own knowledge and skills. The product is intended to promote the personal
growth of the user. Appropriate attributes for this are: creative, challenging, and inventive.

• Hedonic quality—Identity (HQ-I): This explains the ability of a product to communicate a
self-serving message to others. This explains how a user of a product identifies himself with
the product in a social context and what message the user wants to communicate to others.
An example of this is a pen made of wood instead of plastic. A user who is very committed to
sustainability identifies himself with a pen made of sustainable materials and also wants to show
his efforts towards sustainability to the outside world. Suitable attributes for this are: brings me
closer to people, professional, and connective.

• Attractiveness (ATT): This is the global positive–negative evaluation of the product. The user
evaluates the product as a whole and describes it in simple words as good, appealing, or pleasant.

The survey data determined by the tested persons are automatically evaluated by AttrakDiff.
The results essentially consist of three graphical representations (portfolio-presentation, diagram of
average values, and description of word-pairs). The portfolio summarizes the results of pragmatic and
hedonic (average values from identity and stimulation) quality. Furthermore, confidence intervals are
determined, displayed as rectangles. This confidence rectangle indicates that a further study under the
same conditions achieves a mean pragmatic respectively hedonic quality value inside this rectangle
with a probability of 95 percent [45].

The goal of the UX measurement is to measure the effects on the user experience of dividing the
complex work processes into apps and the implementation of these in an app-based web application.
For the two project types in which products are compared, these confidence rectangles can be used
to determine whether the difference in HQ or PQ is statistically significant (if they do not overlap).
The larger the confidence rectangle, the more disagreeable the test participants were in the assessment.
If the confidence rectangle is completely in a portfolio field (e.g., neutral or desired), the product can
be assigned to a product character. In the diagram of average values, the mean values of the four
scales (PQ, HQ-S, HQ-I and ATT) are depicted. In contrast to the portfolio-presentation, the hedonic
quality is differentiated into the aspects of stimulation and identity. Furthermore, the attractiveness of
a product is depicted. In the description of word-pairs, the mean values of the 28 individual word
pairs are shown. The extreme values (those properties that are particularly critical or well solved) can
be considered [45].

4. Experiment

The contextual setting of the experiment is as follows. In an Austrian Governmental institution,
infrastructure-related data are collected, digitized, edited, and stored, to provide a seamless
infrastructure dataset covering the area of Austria. In particular, each administrative body—e.g.,
community, province—is required to contribute and has to provide infrastructure-related data for
the Austrian Governmental institution. The contemporary solution comprises of a commercial
desktop GIS approach that is amended with a customized add-on application to the desktop GIS.
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Currently, the Governmental organization is thinking of providing a more user-centered solution
for the administrative bodies that contribute infrastructure data. Thus, we intend to apply the
methodology developed in Section 3 to the comparison of the contemporary desktop GIS vs. an
application centered approach.

The app determination process shown in Section 3.2 is applied to 35 user stories. The following is
an example of a description of characteristics of a user story. The example of creating a section is used
for this. Furthermore, a combination of micro applications is shown.

At the beginning of this procedure, creating a section is regarded as an own micro application.
However, there is no further information if this micro application will be combined with other micro
applications to an app. The type of the input data are sections in the form of edges. Sections are
usually digitized on a large scale because accuracy is essential, so the quantity of input data are low
(only a few sections have to be shown in the web application, hence there are no performance issues).
Data manipulation takes place when a new section is created.

To create a new section, additional contextual information like an appropriate basemap and
further additional layers like borders are necessary. The output data type are also sections in a low
amount of data (the user usually digitize just a few sections at once). Additional components of this
micro applications are, among others:

• Snapping of edges to simplify digitizing
• Search sections by attributes (in the case the user looks for a special section)
• Show details of sections (e.g., name of the street) by mouse over for more than one second

This micro application is combined, among others, with the user story of edit sections. This user
story’s beginning also has its own micro application. This one has the same input data type (sections),
quantity of input data (several sections), contextual data type and quantity (a basemap and additional
layers like border), type and quantity of output data (also a few sections), and the same components.
Only the data manipulation characteristics differ compared to the create section micro application
(here the manipulation is to edit already existing sections). Hence, the relationship is considered to be
strong and both micro applications are combined into one app. Further micro applications can then be
added to this app.

To measure the UX changes between the desktop GIS and the app-based web application,
the web-based application has to be developed first. In order to avoid a full implementation, we only
developed a high-fidelity prototype (a click dummy). The prototype was developed based on the results
of the app determination process (see Section 3.2). The prototypical application (i.e., click dummy)
consists of a dashboard (see Figure 3) and several apps. With this app-based web application,
attention is paid to a simple and clear design that is reduced to the bare minimum (see Figure 4).
In order to be able to ensure that a user-centered design, there was an intensive exchange with a
selection of people from the future user group. There was a weekly meeting to discuss current progress.
The future user group suggested improvements that were taken into account in the implementation.
In addition, switching between apps should be easy and intuitive. The spatial data are visualized
with the library Leaflet [46]—an open source Java Script map library—and processed using a PostGIS
spatial database [47]. The app-based web application prototype has the following properties:
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Figure 3. The implemented dashboard of the web application. It shows the list of links to the other apps
(1); the list of tasks of the experiment with the link to pop-ups for further information (2); the suggestion
of an implementation of a list of completed tasks (3); a small overview map (4); the suggestion of an
implementation of a chat function (5).

Figure 4. One of the implemented apps of the web application. It is showing the illustration of
geodata (1); the easy and intuitive possibility to switch between different apps via context menu (2);
an the schematic illustration of data with buttons and pictograms (the information is blackened due to
confidentiality reasons) (3).

• Task bar: The task bar informs the user in which app they are currently working.
• Adjustment of basemap: The user is able to adjust the basemap quickly and easily. Therefore,

there is the possibility to choose between three basemaps.
• Context menu: With any right click in an app on the map, a context menu should open. In this

menu, links to other apps are displayed to ensure the user is able to switch between different apps
quickly and easily. With a right click direct on geodata, an extended context menu opens, which,
in addition to the links to the other apps, also shows special selection options.
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• Changing the URL: The URL indicates the position on the map (longitude and latitude from the
center of the maps) as well as the zoom level. Every time the map view is changed, the URL
updates accordingly.

• Passing parameters: If apps are called, the parameters in the URL are also passed at any time.
By opening another app from the context menu, the parameters’ longitude, latitude, and the zoom
level are also sent per URL. The newly opened app uses these parameters to open the map at the
same position and the same zoom level as the previously used app. Thus, the user is able to switch
between apps smoothly. With the special selection options in the context menu (by right-clicking
on an object), further parameters such as the object ID are also passed. This means that the
corresponding object can be selected directly in the newly opened app and is directly editable.

To measure UX, a focus group with 14 participants was set up. This group consists of five women
and nine men between the ages of approximately 25 and 60. Most of them have an academic education
in the field of GIS. The others have at least several years of experience working with GIS. Thus, all of
them are experts in working with the contemporary desktop GIS solution, especially working with
infrastructure data. They work for several infrastructure companies and federal states and are part
of the Austrian Governmental institution in the field of the development process and digitizing data.
The goal of this focus group was to accomplish selected tasks first with the desktop GIS approach
and afterwards with the app-based web application. We selected a number of 10 tasks that should
be performed with the desktop GIS approach and the app-based approach. These selected tasks
consisted of editing, creating, and deleting data. After processing, these tasks with the desktop
GIS, the participants were asked to answer the questions of the AttrakDiff tool. Subsequently,
after a short break, the focus group obtained a brief introduction working with the app-based web
application, before processing the selected tasks again (this time with the app-based web application).
After that, the participants of the focus group were asked to answer the AttrakDiff questions again.
After completing the experiment, there was a discussion panel to exchange opinions and experiences.

5. Results

In the application determination process, 35 user stories were created—that were equal to micro
applications. By applying the methodology highlighted in Section 3.2, we identified four applications,
based on the 35 user stories. Together with the users, we called those applications “editor apps”,
which have the functionality to create, delete, and edit different kinds of spatial objects.

Those micro apps combined in one app only differ in the manipulation characteristic. Input data
type, the quantity of the input data and the context are homogeneous within the apps and have
therefore been combined. An exception to this is an app which, according to the methods above,
was initially viewed as two separate apps. During the process of determining the apps, there was an
intensive exchange with the future user group as they were able to incorporate their expertise. Hence,
two editor apps have been combined to an app because users usually perform the workflows in these
two apps at the same time.

The results of the UX evaluation are presented in the following paragraphs. Figure 5 depicts
the results of the portfolio-presentation. The app-based web application (orange rectangle) performs
better than the desktop GIS (blue rectangle) in terms of pragmatic (PQ) and hedonic quality (HQ).
Both confidence intervals are pretty similar in size, which means the participants of the focus group
are similarly agreed in terms of pragmatic and hedonic quality of both approaches (desktop GIS and
app-based web application). Moreover, both confidence intervals do not overlap either horizontally or
vertically. Therefore, the better results of the app-based web application in terms of pragmatic and
hedonic quality are statistically significant. Hence, another study with the same test conditions has
a 95 percent probability that the web application performs better than the desktop GIS in terms of
PQ and HQ again. In summary, the app-based web application is—for the participants of the focus
group—better suited to achieve a specific goal. Moreover, the app-based approach shows better results
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in terms of the perceived quality and the feeling of “what this product has to offer”, in comparison to
the desktop GIS approach.

The diagram of average values (Figure 6) depicts the average values of the dimensions
pragmatic quality, hedonic quality (this is divided into hedonic quality—stimulation and hedonic
quality—identity), and attractiveness. These results show that the app-based web applications achieve
better results in all dimensions—which is clearly to be seen by the orange line in Figure 6. This means a
better perceived ability of the product (the web application) to achieve “do-goals” (pragmatic quality).
Furthermore, the web application tends to satisfy the need to improve one’s own knowledge (hedonic
quality—stimulation) and the identification of the user with the application (hedonic quality—identity).
In addition, users see the web application as more attractive and find the product better, more appealing
and more pleasant (see Section 3.3).

Figure 7 shows the results of the description of word-pairs, which depicts all scores of the
28 different word-pairs. In this figure, the better results of the app-based web application in terms of
UX are obvious. Of particular interest is the better performance of the web application in almost all
word pairs (except unprofessional—professional). It is also notable that the app-based web application
is in the positive UX range for all word pairs, except undemanding, challenging (here the score is
exactly by zero). The desktop GIS approach, on the other hand, only manages to have two scores
(unprofessional—professional and cheap—premium) in the positive UX range.

Figure 5. Result of UX-Measurement. (Portfolio-presentation).
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Figure 6. Result of UX-Measurement (Diagram of average values).

Figure 7. Result of UX-Measurement (Description of word-pairs).
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6. Discussion and Outlook

With respect to the achieved results, working with an app-based GIS web application was
more enjoyable for the focus group in terms of UX. The desktop GIS solution is regarded to be less
intuitive from a user’s point of view. This can be seen in the result of the user experience evaluation.
The app-based web application is better suited to achieve a specific goal (pragmatic quality) and
achieve better results in terms of the perceived quality of what this product has to offer. Moreover,
the results show that the focus group perceives the app-based application to be, among others, more
human, simpler, more innovative, and more clearly structured.

This result was also confirmed in the discussion panel within the focus group. The positive
aspects mentioned most regarding working with the app-based web application were:

• easy and intuitive handling
• reduced user interface (no visual clutter or distractions)

Working with this web application can thus be quickly explained to non-experts due to its intuitive
handling. In terms of working with the desktop GIS, the terms “laborious” and “confusing” were
often mentioned by the focus group. This feeling is also confirmed in the results of the user experience
evaluation. The desktop GIS is considered as more complicated and discouraging and also as more
confusing compared to the app-based web application. This is where the advantage of the possibility
of an individual, customer-specific implementation of an app-based web application comes into play.

The possibility of dividing the processes into applications in an app-based web approach can
ensure that only the necessary, indispensable information (which is required for the respective
processing of a specific task) is presented to the user. Furthermore, a somewhat schematic visualization
of, for example, buttons is possible in a web application, which can make the handling of the web
application easier, especially for non-experts. This leads to users seeing the product as more attractive,
which the results clearly reflect as well.

To achieve a user-centered design, a periodic consultation with the future user group is required
to identify design failures in an early stage (AGILE procedure). Thus, an attractive design with a
good usability can be achieved. The future user of the application with its tasks, targets, knowledge,
and skills is in the focus of the development process. The procedure should therefore be regarded as
iterative, which can go through several feedback loops.

As mentioned above, an app-based web application has advantages regarding the user experience
compared to a desktop GIS. If a company or an institution decides to migrate from a desktop GIS to an
app-based web application, we recommend to consider a few things. First of all, all existing workflows
have to be described as user stories. These user stories must be described using the characteristics of
Section 3.2. Then, it can be examined which user stories have a strong relationship so that they can
be combined. The results of the app determination should always be exchanged with the future user
group. They often have a lot of experience and knowledge about special use cases.

When implementing the apps in an app-based web application, attention should always be paid
to a simple and intuitive user-centered design. Here, it is also important to be exchanged with the
future user group. If a prototype of an application is available, a UX measurement can be carried
out. The AttrakDiff tool is well suitable for this. If a good result is achieved with this measurement,
the technical implementation can be continued.

The focus of this work was on an application whose main task was editing, deleting, and creating
infrastructure features—i.e., spatial data. The research question of whether the UX of the app-based
approach is better in comparison to the desktop GIS approach can be clearly answered in light of the
results. The UX evaluation of both approaches using a focus group clearly shows the advantages of
the user-centered app-based approach.

Future works can be considered different types of an app-based web application’s main tasks.
Furthermore, the amount of data that can be processed in a web application can be determined in
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a future work. These results can be incorporated in the process of merging micro apps into single
applications.
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